Spring 2024 Advisors and support staff

Students on Probation
====================================
Advisor: Dr. Jorge Cobb

For students in good standing:

PhD, or MS doing THESIS
====================================
Advisor: Dr. Jorge Cobb
Support Staff: Sydney Samuel (A-L) Douglas Hyde (M-Z)

CyberSec Master Students (NON THESIS)
====================================
Advisor: Dr. Jorge Cobb
Support Staff: Eric Moden

SE Master Students (NON THESIS)
====================================
Advisor: Prof. Jorge Cobb
Support Staff: Eric Moden

SE Executive Master's
====================================
Advisor Prof. Shyam Karrah
Support Staff: Emily Donaldson

ALL OTHER MASTER STUDENTS not in a category above
====================================

Your academic advisor is by the first letter of your last name

A - Ge, Prof. Pushpa Kumar

Gf – L, Please see below

M – R, Prof. Laurie Thompson

S – Z, Prof. Gordon “Les” Arnold

For Gf to L, we will temporarily assign these to the three advisors while we find a new fourth advisor.

Thus, if you are in Gf - L, then your advisor depends on the last two digits of your STUDENT ID (not your netid!!)

Most of you have an ID of the form 2021XXXXXXDD, the last two digits DD determines
your advisor

00 - 32 - Prof Pushpa Kumar
33 - 65 - Prof Laurie Thomposn
66 - 99 - Prof Gordon "Les" Arnold

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR ADVISOR FIRST and not the support staff.
The support staff will contact you when needed and requested by an advisor.

Support staff for all Other MS Tracks (non thesis), by last Name:
==================================
A-H Support Staff: Kirsten Fowler
I-Q Support Staff: Kiara Hackett
R-Z Support Staff: Emily Lenart Donaldson